Jumbled sentences

Grade 1 Grammar Worksheet

Put the words in the correct order.

1) dog catches stick the The.

2) cat to park the walked The.

3) a student chair sat The on.

4) The reads story teacher students the to a.

5) toys Please, away your put.

6) lamp on turned the Mom.
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Answers

1) dog catches stick the The.
   
   The dog catches the stick.

2) cat to park the walked The.
   
   The cat walked to the park.

3) a student chair sat The on.
   
   The student sat on a chair.

4) The reads story teacher students the to a.
   
   The teacher reads a story to the students.

5) toys Please, away your put.
   
   Please, put away your toys.

6) lamp on turned the Mom.
   
   Mom turned on the lamp.